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Fall and winter greetings

Wow, we can't believe it is October

IMPORTANT DATES

already,September flew by! Looking forward
to seeing you in the resource library, on
community visits and at workshops!
CCRR Hours
Monday- Closed
Tuesday- 9:00-7:00 (new longer hours!)
Wednesday- 9:00-4:00
Thursday- 9:00-4:00
Friday- 9:00-4:00* open only for child care professionals or
families needing assistance with child care referrals/affordable
child care benefit
Closed for lunch daily from 12:00-1:00
Congratulations to Kristi Hibberson in Nakusp for your new licsend family child
care program! We are so happy to have you as part of our child care community!

CCRR program staff
Coordinator- Samantha Zaytsoff: samanthaz@kootenaykids.ca
Outreach Consultant- Heather Broad: heatherb@kootenaykids.ca
Library Manager- Akka Bekker: akkab@kootenaykids.ca

Oct 13: Songs, Rhymes and
More Workshop
Oct 20: ASQ SE
Nov 3: Child Safe First Aid
Nov 6: Sharing Early Years
Wisdom- Nelson Family of
Schools
Nov 14: HELP Webinar
Nov 20: International Child's
Day
Nov workshop: TBA
Dec 6: Crafts and movie night
Dec 24-Jan 2: Winter closure

Welcome Alison Salo! Our new
CCRR regional manager. We
are thrilled to have you.

There have been lots of changes with child care in BC for both families and
providers. We are here to help! Please stop by our office or email us for
information and resources on making child care more affordable, supports for
child care providers and much more!
Looking for information on some of the
changes for early educators in BC, such
as wage enhancement or training? Check
out the websites below:
ECE wage enhancement FAQ's:
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/fami
ly-and-social-supports/child-care/wefaqs.pdf
Supporting Early Childhood Educators
and Care Providers:
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/fam
ily-social-supports/caring-for-youngchildren/recruitment-retention-strategy

Autumn action song

Create a leaf mobile!

Little leaves fall gently down
Red and yellow, orange and brown;
(Raise hands and lower them, fluttering
fingers like falling leaves)
Whirling, whirling round and round
(Twirl in circles or join hands and walk in
circle)
(whisper)Quietly without a sound;
Falling softly to the ground
(Lower bodies gradually to the floor)
Down-and down-and down-and down!

Source: https://www.artbarblog.com/painted-leafmobiles/?m=

Hello

Saying Hello; the roots of well being and belonging

In 2014, I was fortunate to attend a conference in Kelowna through my work at West Kootenay Child Care Resource and Referral.
It was a wonderful weekend filled with many inspiring workshops, but one simple moment in particular left a lasting impression
on me. The keynote speaker, Linda Lantieri, author and director of The Inner Resilience Program in the United States, opened
her speech with a greeting used by African Bushman. She asked us to find a stranger in the room, look them in the eye, and say to
one another, "I see you.” The person would then respond with, “I am here.” I remember the moment vividly; I can still see the
face of the man, looking somewhat shy and awkward, as I felt too. While the experience was not very comfortable, I felt
acknowledged, it was a simple greeting and although forced, it was not empty, I really did feel ‘seen.’ This experience provides an
example of the impact a simple and authentic hello can have on building relationships and on fostering a sense of well-being and
belonging.
Building relationships with the children, families and our community takes time and commitment. A meaningful greeting at the
start of each day, especially when we are meeting a new family, can provide a place to begin fostering meaningful partnerships.
In addition to a warm and welcoming hello, so much communication happens in a non-verbal way. “We cannot not
communicate. Whether we intended it or not, our nonverbal interactions with others ‘speak’ for us even if we are not aware of it”
(Wilson, p. 172). When we forget to say hello or make eye contact with parents, children and our co-workers, we are saying that we
are too busy to notice or “see” them.
As educators, we all understand what it can feel like in those busy morning times, especially when we work alone. We may be
helping a crying child say goodbye, changing a diaper or facilitating problem solving. Children are keen observers of the world
around them; each moment offers an opportunity for learning. When we stop to acknowledge each and every person that enters
the room we send the message that this a welcoming place, where each person is valued for the presence. All too often, the busy
or even hectic atmosphere of a childcare centre at drop-off time overrides our intention to properly greet parents, and as
importantly, our fellow educators. This makes it even more important that we plan our spaces, schedules, and practices around
the idea of creating the time and place for genuine interactions to occur.
Equally important to saying hello to families, a warm greeting should also be extended to our colleagues and co-workers. A smile
and hello creates a welcoming environment and send the message that each person is an important part of the team. The
atmosphere between staff will ultimately decide the atmosphere of the centre or program itself; we should make it a point of
pride that we provide good care to each other too!
My interest in people and passion for the work of pedagogy and community has led to me learning more about emotional
intelligence. I have become aware of how increasingly important it is to not only facilitate social-emotional learning for the
children we care for but also for ourselves. The nature of our work in human services requires us to look deeply into our own
social-emotional intelligence and evaluate how we communicate with the world. In my work as an educator, I have been
fortunate to attend many events, workshops and meet a diverse group of early year’s practitioners. Most often, I find that when I
place myself outside my comfort zone and say hello to a stranger, I end up feeling more connected to my community. Saying
hello offers the starting point to building a new friendship, sharing ideas and stories or hearing perspectives outside our own.
The exercise of the African greeting had an impact for me because it encouraged me to slow down and thoughtfully notice
another person, a stranger. We all have great opportunity in our role working with the community to provide welcoming
environments where families feel supported and educators feel unified and valued. Although the simple act of greeting one
another with a warm hello may seem meaningless, it is the springboard to creating connections and of well-being and belonging.
As we go into our workplaces, attend a conference or meetings, start by saying hello and see where it leads you!

References:
Wilson, L. (2014). Partnerships: families and communities in early childhood. Toronto, Ontario: Nelson Education
Written by Heather Broad,
Outreach Consultant with CCRR
Early Childhood Educator

Do you have an article, story, art idea or song to submit to
our newsletter? We would love to hear from you!

Slow cooker apple sauce
Nothing smells better on a cool crisp day than warm, cinnamon,
apple sauce. This is a super simple recipe that the children will love
to get involved in making!
3 lbs . apples
1/2 cup water
cinnamon to taste
Prepare the apples by slicing and coring. To get the children
involved cut apples into thin slices and let them (under supervision)
cut the slices into chunks using a butter knife. There is no need to
peel the apples, unless you want to.
Place the slices or chunks of apples and water in the bowl of your
slow cooker. (You can use a large pot too and set it on low heat.)
Cover and set to cook on low for 6 hours, until the apples are very
soft.
Use an immersion blender to puree the applesauce, or transfer the
apples in batches to a blender and (carefully!) blend using a
dishtowel to cover the vent at the top. Store the applesauce in the
fridge for a week, or freeze for up to 6 months. YUM YUM!

Build a kindness tree!
Create a kindness tree in your program to showcase the
kindness of children and acknowledge their positive behaviours.
Ensure that all children get a chance to add their leaf or heart
to the kindness tree. Let parents know about the project and
let them take part too!
Create a tree trunk using brown paper and tape to the wall.
Cut out leaf or heart shapes and place in a basket with a pen.
When you notice an act of kindness write it down and allow the
child to add thier leaf to the tree!

Check out the Center
on the Social Emotional
Foundations website
for lots of wonderful
resources!
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Jenny helped a friend
put on their coat.

http://csefel.vanderbilt.e
du/resources/strategie
s.html

at

Kindness is like snow- it beautifies everything it covers

It's not selfish
to love
yourself, take
care of
yourself, and
make yourself
a priority. It's
necessary
~ Mandy Hale

